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ROBERT J. CROGHAN: Wins
six-year battle.

OSA Granted Right to Rep Admin. Staff
Analysts 2, 3

Rule They’re Not Managers
By DAVID SIMS

The Organization of Staff Analysts has won the right to add the
Administrative Staff Analyst, Levels II and III titles to its bargaining unit
after a July 29 ruling by the Office of Collective Bargaining’s Board of
Certification dismissing the city’s contention that the employees were too
high up to be unionized, barring a few exceptions.

OSA first petitioned to add the ASA titles in February 2004. The position is a
direct promotion from Associate Staff Analyst, which OSA represents.

‘A Creation of Koch’

“We’re extremely pleased; it’s been a very long effort,” said OSA President
Robert J. Croghan in a phone interview. “The city had been resisting giving
up the bargaining rights for these individuals very hard. The whole issue goes
back as far back as [former Mayor] Ed Koch, who didn’t like civil service or
unions, and especially didn’t like civil service managers.”

He said that because Mr. Koch didn’t grant raises to managerial employees as frequently as civil servants,
their minimum wage dropped below that of civil servants in some circumstances.

“He hired people, calling them managers, but paying them less than entry level Staff Analysts, which
made the whole thing a joke,” he said. “This has been going on since: the city has been creating
managerial positions that they don’t assign managerial duties to.”

There are currently 827 ASA Levels II and III working in city agencies and for the Housing Authority,
and both employers argued that the titles were managerial and confidential, and therefore excluded from
collective bargaining.

The certification board conducted a survey of the workers with an 11-page questionnaire that asked them
to describe their job duties and responsibilities as well as their labor relations responsibilities, supervisory
functions and role in formulating policy. It then heard testimony from ASAs over 50 days of hearings.

Union Says Authority Limited

OSA argued in its petition that “providing high-level technical or expert advice,” part of the ASA job,
does not necessarily mean the employees are managers, especially if their expertise is limited to existing
regulations and laws. ASAs lack the authority to implement policy and only provide analysis, the union
said.

The city replied that including ASAs in a union “would create multiple conflicts of interest” and
“significantly disrupt managerial procedures, interfere with the efficient operation of the city in personnel
matters, and impede collective bargaining.” ASAs represent the city in high-level management meetings
involving budget and labor negotiations, the city stated, making them confidential employees.

Don’t Make Policy

The board concluded that ASAs “do not formulate policy, do not have a significant involvement in labor
relations or personnel administration, and do not assist in a confidential capacity a manager who has a
significant involvement in labor relations or personnel administration.”

Aside from representing employees who were identified in appendixes as having managerial duties
barring them from collective bargaining, the board approved OSA’s petition to add the ASAs.
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